The highly efficient elimination of intracellular bacteria via a metal organic framework (MOF)-based three-in-one delivery system.
Numerous infectious diseases that cause clinical failures and relapses after antibiotic therapy have been confirmed to be induced by pathogenic intracellular bacteria. The existing therapeutic strategies fail to eliminate intracellular bacteria mainly due to a guard reservoir provided by the cell membrane, which can deactivate antibiotics. Herein, we have reported the design of a pH-responsive metal organic framework (MOF)/antibiotic synergistic system for the targeted highly efficient elimination of intracellular bacteria. The obtained tetracycline (Tet)@ZIF-8@ hyaluronic acid (HA) system (abbreviated to TZH) can be taken up by cells owing to the presence of CD44 receptors on the cell surface via an HA-mediated pathway. Zinc ions and antibiotics, released from TZH under acidic conditions caused by bacteria, have a synergistic antibacterial effect both in vitro and in vivo. The clearance rate of TZH to the intracellular bacteria reached over 98% within the limits of biotoxicity, which indicated that this delivery system can pass the cell membrane "barriers" and restore the efficacy of endangered antibiotics. This synergistic strategy shows potential in optimizing the efficacy-dosage correlation of antibiotics for related infection treatments and constructing versatile controlled release delivery systems for a broad range of applications.